
Hens
A game designed by Giampaolo Razzino, for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Components
72 Hens Cards  
Hens are divided into 8 breeds on cards 
of different colors:
(12 brown, 12 blue, 10 red, 10 purple,  
8 grey, 8 yellow, 6 black, 6 green)
4 Rooster Tokens
10 Goal Cards 
4 AID Cards 
1 Scorepad



Squares outlined in red represents cards with 2 copies in the deck.

Breakdown of Eggs and Medals on the cards



Squares outlined in red represents cards with 2 copies in the deck.

Overview & Objective
In Hens you are a hens breeder!
Each round you will play a hen from your hand, trying to create a harmonious barnyard with 
different hen breeds. The rules to place cards are a few and simple, but the difficulty will be 
on making large groups of hens of the same breed.  
At the end of the game you will gain points from your largest group of hens of the same 
breed in your barnyard, from your Rooster Token and from the goal card.  
Don’t forget some rare hens give you medals worth points at the end of the game.  
The hens breeder with the best barnyard wins!

Note: a group of hens is made by Hen cards of the same breed positioned beside each other 
(right/left, top/bottom), not diagonally.



Setup
To play with 4 players, use the whole deck.
To play with 3 players, remove one breed of 10 Hens from the deck.
To play with 2 players, remove two breeds from the deck: one with 12 and one with 10 Hens.

A  Shuffle the Hen cards and deal 4 of them to each player. Then place the cards in the 
middle of the table where all players can reach them to form the drawing deck.

B  Deal 1 Rooster Token to each player.

C  Randomly draw a goal card or choose one with the other players and place it where 
everyone can see it. The Goal card shows how players can make extra points during the 
game. Put the remaining Goal cards back in the box.

The player who went in a barnyard last is the first player, then proceed clockwise.  
If no one’s went in a barnyard, choose it randomly. 



Two-player setup example.
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Player Turn
During your turn, you have 3 actions you must perform in the following order:

1  Draw two cards.

2  Place a Hen card in your barnyard.

3  Discard a Hen card in your discard pile.

 1  DRAW TWO CARDS
This is the first action you must do in your turn. Draw one card at a time. You can decide to 
draw from the drawing deck (both or just 1 card) or from any opponent’s discard pile (both 
or just 1 card). You must draw the top card from an opponent discard pile or draw deck. 
First round: Players cannot draw cards from any discard pile. 
Important: You can never draw from your discard pile. 
Note: You can look at the cards of an opponent discard pile, at any time, without changing 
the order of the cards.



 2  PLACE A HEN CARD IN YOUR BARNYARD
Each player will build their barnyard with 12 Hens cards by placing them to form an area of 
3x4 or 4x3 cards (rows x columns). You cannot place them in any other way.  
You must place a new Hen card adjacent to a previously placed card in any previous turn. 

Each Hen card must follow two simple rules to be placed: 

1. If the Hen card you are placing is of the same breed (color) as the adjacent one, you can 
place it next to it regardless of its number. 

2. If the Hen card you are placing is of a different breed (color) of the adjacent one, it must 
be with a number of 1 lower or higher than the adjacent hen.

Note: each side of the placed card must always respect these two rules.



Example: the Hen card cannot be 
placed because, even if it matches 
the color of the card beside it, its 
number should be 1 lower than 

the one underneath it.

Example: the Hen card can be 
placed because it matches the 

color of the card beside it and its 
number is 1 lower than the one 

underneath it.



If you cannot or do not want to place a Hen in your 
barnyard, you can place the Hen card face down (always 
next to a previously placed card) as a chicken coop.
Each Chicken Coop in your barnyard counts -1 point at 
the end of the game.
Any breed of hen of any number can be placed next to 
a chicken coop.  
Attention: if the placed card has a side adjacent to 
another Hen card, it must still follow the two positio-
ning rules. 
Note: it is possible to place multiple Chicken Coops 
next to each other.

3  DISCARD A HEN CARD IN YOUR DISCARD PILE
After placing a Hen card in your barnyard, you must 
discard one card from your hand. Put it on top of your 
discard pile. You must always have 4 cards in your hand 
at the end of your turn.



Rooster Token
Once all the players have placed their 6th Hen card (at the end of the 6th round), they 
must place simultaneously the Rooster Token in their barnyard, on top of a Hen card.

ATTENTION! Try not to place it on the group of hens that you think might be the largest at 
the end of the game. In addition to scoring points for the largest group of hens, at the end 
of the game, points will also be awarded for the group of hens with the Rooster Token on it.
In case of a tie between the largest group and the group with the Rooster Token, points will 
be scored only for the one with the Rooster Token.
 
Example: you have a group of 5 hens without a rooster that hatch  
8 eggs (8 Points) and a group of 5 hens with the Rooster Token  
that hatch 6 eggs (6 Points), you will only gain the points for  
the group that contains the Rooster.



End of the Game
The game ends when all players have placed 12 cards (12th round) in their barnyard and 
completed the 3X4 or 4X3 grid. The player with the most Points wins.  
In a tie between two or more players, the player with the largest contiguous  
group of Hen cards wins. If it is still a tie, the player with the second  
largest contiguous set of Hen cards wins.  
If it is still a tie, whoever has the most medals in their barnyard wins.  
If this does not resolve the tie, the victory is shared.

Scoring Points
Use the Score Pad to record points by following this six steps:

1  LARGEST HENS GROUP
The eggs are counted to determine the points. If there is an equal number of cards between 
two contiguous groups, you will always count the group that produces the most eggs.  
1 Egg = 1 VP. Points are not scored for hens of the same breed not adjacent to the group.



2  ROOSTER TOKEN
Score points for the contiguous group of hens in which it is placed, as long as it is not placed 
on the largest group of hens, in this case points will be scored only for this group, even if it 
contains fewer eggs than a group with the same number of Hen cards. The eggs are counted 
to determine the points. 1 Egg = 1 VP.
3  MEDALS
All the medals in the barnyard are counted. It is not important if they are from different 
breeds. For every 3 medals you will get 2 points. 3 Medals = 2 VP.
4  CHICKEN COOP
Each chicken coop in the barnyard is worth -1 Point. 1 Chicken Coop = -1 VP.
5  SCORING FIRST GOAL
If completed, you gain points as shown on the first goal of the card (top of the card), but 
they can also remove points for certain cards positioning within the barnyard. 
6  SCORING SECOND GOAL
If completed, you gain points as shown on the second goal of the card (bottom of the card), 
but they can also remove points for certain cards positioning within the barnyard.



Goal Cards
These cards can provide extra points at the end of the game. They can be changed at each 
game and are applied to all players. They may give points by requiring one or more groups of 
hens of a specific size, positioning rules by row or column, but they can also remove points 
for certain cards positioning within the barnyard. 
 
Note: each goal can be scored only once unless specified differently on the card.

Top Goal: 
6 VPs if you have  
2 different groups  
containing 2 or more hens. 
Bottom Goal: 
3 VPs if you have a row 
with each hen of a  
different breed.

Top Goal: 
4 VPs if you have at least 
4 different hen breeds. 
Bottom Goal: 
4 VPs if you have a  
colum with all hens  
of the same breed.



Top Goal: 
4 VPs if you have at least 
3 different groups  
containing 2 or more hens. 
Bottom Goal: 
-2 VPs for each hen not in 
a group, in your barnyard.

Top Goal: 
6 VPs if you have at least 
4 different groups  
containing 2 or more hens. 
Bottom Goal: 
-2 VPs for each hen not in 
a group, in your barnyard.

Top Goal: 
5 VPs if you have at least 
5 different hen breeds. 
Bottom Goal: 
1 VPs for each hen not in a 
group, in your barnyard.

Top Goal: 
5 VPs if you have a row 
with Hen cards that hatch 
exactly 1 egg each. 
Bottom Goal: 
-1 VPs for each hen not in 
a group, in your barnyard.



Top Goal: 
6 VPs if you have a colum 
with Hen cards that hatch 
exactly 2 eggs each. 
Bottom Goal: 
2 VPs for each group 
containing 3 or more hens, 
in your barnyard.

Top Goal: 
-1 VP for each Hen card 
adjacent to a Chicken 
Coop. A Hen card can be 
counted multiple times for 
different Chicken Coops. 
Bottom Goal: 
5 VPs for each group 
containing 6 or more hens, 
in your barnyard.

Top Goal: 
-2 VP for each Hen card 
adjacent to a Chicken 
Coop. A Hen card can be 
counted multiple times for 
different Chicken Coops. 
Bottom Goal: 
2 VPs for each group 
containing 2 or more hens, 
in your barnyard.

Top Goal: 
3 VPs if you have at least 
2 different groups  
containing 3 or more hens. 
Bottom Goal: 
1 VP for each different  
hen breed in your  
barnyard.
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Solo Mode
Setup changes: 
Use exactly half of the Hens deck of cards, removing from it one Hen Breed of 12 cards, one 
of 10 cards, one of 8  cards and one of 6 cards. Shuffle the deck and place it in the center of 
the table, then draw 4 Hen cards, take 1 Rooster token and a Goal card, as usual. 
Game Turn Changes: 
Draw the first card from the deck and immediately decide whether you want to add it to 
your hand or discard it, then draw a second card. If you discard the first card, you must add 
the second one to your hand, otherwise, discard it. End the turn by placing one Hen card in 
the barnyard. As usual, place the Rooster token after the sixth Hen card has been placed. 
Note: you cannot draw from the discard pile. 
End of the game: 
The game ends, as usual, after the twelfth Hen card  
has been placed. Use the Score Pad to record points  
and check the score table to see how it went!

Hens on the run!

A long way to go.

You know the drill!

Expert breeder.


